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 I. The Chef's Cauldron

We have gone to all the trouble
Oven roar and soup pot bubble

A funny loaf we mean to bake
A laugh to cause your ribs to ache

A serving of humor presented to you
With a grain of salt to season the stew

Lines you were forced to memorize
Are here transformed before your eyes

From tragedies a laugh, behold!
Something new from something old.



II. All The World's A Restaurant

All the world's a restaurant, and all the staff have a place in the play as food is produced 
and consumed, eaten or rejected. They have their swinging doors; their loading docks, 
their grand entrances ...and their grease traps.
  
And one restaurant has many jobs, and careers at varying stages.
  
At first the dishwasher, sorting and scraping the dirty plates and pans;
  
And then the complaining kitchen porter, hauling his sacks of supplies, and peeling his 
potatoes and carrots, moving at a snail-like pace, to stock the stations and scrub the 
floors;
  
And then the host, groaning to his fellow toilers, always seating wealthy patrons in his 
favorite waitress stations (in hopes of favors after the workday is done);
  
Then a waiter, full of self-interest, whose uniform is never stained by gravy, always in 
search of a better set of tables, moving quickly to grasp his tips and stuff them in his 
pocket, even as his peers sceptically watch for his contributions to the common tip jar.
  
And then the Chef, always well-fed (while cutting the portions of the staff), bidding the 
under-cooks to do his own chores, and building his fame upon their meals excellently 
prepared while risking responsibility for complaints of cold soup, warm salad, forgotten 
hors d' ouvres and late meals.
  
The sixth age is the shift to the manager, his once-fine suit now patched and baggy, 
scrutinizing suppliers invoices and questioning costs; those fatuous attempts to reconcile 
budget to menu;  the deep voice of his youth turned tremulous and irritable as he scolds 
his staff.
  
Last station in the hierarchy, the much-sought summit of the restaurant, and achieved by 
such a perplexing, hectic route as to be inexplicable, is owner of all, and helpless regarding 
any single part of the whole; without power over menu, without authority on budget, 
without supervision of staff, without everything. (Except the profit.)

III. Omelet's  Soliloquy
 
To beat, or not to beat, that is the question.
  

Whether 'tis nobler in the kitchen to suffer the sinking of the proud souffle, or to make 
omelets and avoid the puffery and flattening altogether, and end the suspense of a 
slamming oven door.
  

To fry, to bake no more, and in doing say we end the heartache, and the thousand reasons 
for sinking that the souffle is apt to. To begin as a souffle, it ends an omelet and its 
consumption is devoutly to be wished for.
  



To fry, or to bake, perchance to rise, aye, there's the snag, for in the cool of the kitchen, 
what nightmares may come when we have pulled from the oven, must give us pause.
  

There's the respect that makes calamity of so precarious a meal.
  

For who would bear the whisperings and scorn of a breakfast guest, the critic's derision, 
the other chefs' sarcasm, the pangs of despised food, the waiter's delay, the insolence of 
food writers, and the rejections of breakfast that apprentice cooks accept, when he might 
himself his peace of mind achieve with a nicely sharpened paring knife?
  

Who would groceries bear, to peel and chop in a weary kitchen, but for the dread of the 
dishwashing to follow, the undiscovered pots and pans, without whose cleaning no chef 
continues? It puzzles the mind, and makes us rather bear those ills we have, than to turn to 
other tasks more onerous yet.
  

Thus cooking does make cowards of us all, and thus the normal confidence to create a 
souffle is rendered pallid with anxiety, and the enthusiasm of great baking projects is lost.
  

Be still now fair waitress, and take souffle from the menu! For in the restaurant is the 
customer who knows all of my failures.


